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ABSTRACT  

There has been a huge increase in the use of high technology in education.  In this paper we discuss some aspects of 
technology that have major applications in STEM education, namely, (a) virtual reality systems, (b) personal electronic 
response systems aka “clickers”, (c) flipped classrooms, (d) mobile learning “m-Learning”, (e) massive open online 
courses “MOOCS”, (f) internet-of-things and (g) cloud computing.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
It has been estimated that the number of people who are enrolled in higher education is greater than 165 million1.  This 
number is estimated to increase to about 262 million in about a decade from now2. Nearly all of this growth will be in 
the developing world, with more than half in China and India alone.  How do we deal with these huge numbers?  
According to UNESCO, accommodating the additional students would require that more than four major universities 
(30,000+ enrollment) would have to open every week for the next fifteen years (this is based on 2011 data).  This is not 
happening due to a number of reasons, including of course, the cost.  Even in China, which has made a major 
commitment to higher education,  the number of college-eligible students is growing at a rate faster than the number of 
available faculty or facilities. 

What is the situation in primary and middle schools?  According to the World Bank data3, only about 73% of eligible 
children are enrolled in secondary and primary schools.  Only 32% are enrolled in tertiary school.  This works out to 
approximately 60 million children out of schools (primary).  These data also show that this situation occurs primarily in 
developing nations. 

There are two major problems: one is the sheer number of students who need to be educated; the second is how do we 
teach effectively?4 .  In particular, as scientist-educators, we need to make our teaching more relevant and effective for a 
much larger audience than simply science and engineering students. This is simply because as a species we face global 
scale problems (climate change, pandemics, energy, aging population, genetic engineering,…) whose solutions depend 
upon science.  Leaders (politicians) need to be science literate and citizens of every country can help guide their own 
destinies by understanding the science behind issues that face them individually.  A second reason is that modern 
economics and the GDP (and hence living standards) depend upon science and technology and students need a better 
technical understanding and problem solving skills.  Therefore, there is a need to improve teaching in STEM areas not 
just for science and engineering students but for all. 

Classroom education today has not changed much since the nineteenth centtury.  Schools are primarily modeled on 
factories of that era.  Students in general are grouped together based on age and are basically on a virtual assembly line 
conveyer belt. Instruction (“teaching”) is thrown at the students in the assembly line, and they pick up what ever they 
can as they move on toward graduation.   Graduation often depends upon completion of a series of exams which 
normally do not take into account individual characteristics, talents and creativity.  Nor is group/peer interaction 
generally allowed. Instruction is not individualized or customized.  In fact, one can argue that the more people we have 
to educate, the less individualized is the instruction.   
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Consider physics education in college.  Traditional physics teaching is hierarcical where the professor lectures and 
evaluates students through homework, problem sets and exams.  The professor lectures on subtopics such as optics or 
mechanics, usually expanding on that topic or more often simply regurgitating the textbook.  Problem sets  involve 
plugging numbers into problems which are similarly structured, essentially 'reproducing' what was presented in the 
textbook as worked examples . This routine is intended to equip the physics student with problem solving skills5, 6.  The 
laboratory exercises are usually analogous to  a cookbook and are highly choreographed – these are designed to teach 
students to design, execute and analyze data.  All of this makes for a very passive classroom experience. Such a learning 
process does not encourage creativity nor does it highlight the intellectual pleasures of physics.  This rote learning 
experience can discourage students from continuing their education in physics (or for that matter in the sciences) 7,8.  The 
effectiveness of such teaching has been studied by a number of physics education researchers9.  Is there a better way to 
teach STEM that avoids the problems of traditional teaching?  There are numerous studies (especially by physics 
education researchers) that say the answer is unequivocally yes.10-15 These  teaching methods include  (1) basing the 
pedagogical technique on education research and data rather than on tradition and anecdotes, (2) dissemination and 
copying of previous results and (3) adapting new technological tools to enhance student learning.   We are going to 
concentrate on  new technological teaching tools in this paper.  We believe that optimally using new technological tools 
will enhance student learning, allow the instructor to tailor their classes to suit the individual student and will also be 
useful for dealing with large numbers of students.  A caveat is that we will be dealing only with processes and methods 
that are enabled by information technology. 

 

2. USE OF NEW TECHNOLOGY 

 
Technology can make it easier to incorporate principles established by education research.  For example, student faculty 
e-mail (or for that matter Facebook or Twitter or other social media) can help faculty understand and guide student 
thinking.  Online surveys can be used also.  The use of computers as an educational aid goes back to the early 1950s16.  
Since the advent of the personal computer in the late seventies, they have become a recognized delivery system for many 
forms of education.  The introduction  of the smart phone   and iPad like mobile devices have further enhanced means of 
delivering education.  However, it should be emphasized that student perspectives should be taken into account in using 
such technologies especially if one wants to increase the numbers of traditionally under-represented minorities and 
women in the sciences.17   In this article, we want to discuss the following four aids to education: (a) virtual reality 
systems, (b) personal electronic response systems aka “clickers”, (c) flipped classrooms, (d) mobile learning “m-
Learning”, (e) massive open online courses “MOOCs”, (f) internet-of-things and (g) cloud computing. 
 

a.Virtual Reality 

Virtual reality (VR; also known as virtual environment) uses computer generated imagery and human computer 
interfaces to create the effect of a three dimensional world where the user interacts directly with the virtual object using a 
number of peripheral devices.  The key in VR is that it is 3D, interactive and most importantly it creates the effect of 
interacting with things, not with pictures.  As Bryson18 states, “ it is an effect, not an illusion”.  Perhaps because of the  
computer and game industry, and associated  open-source and game engine toolkits, there is interest in using such VR, 
immersive technologies for education and for engaging the students.  Students can take advantage of the affordances of 
simulated environments, exploring a scenario’s dimensions and pitfalls as they learn. This motivational iterative process, 
the learning-while-doing, is very important19,20. The ability to work “hands-on” and view objects from multiple 
viewpoints made possible by VR can   deepen learning and recall for a student because the student is experiencing the 
construction of new knowledge21.  This type of experiential learning promotes the construction of knowledge by the 
student, where learning is characterized as a series of cognitive restructurings. The learner’s conceptual framework 
undergoes structural modifications or revisions based upon new experiences, information, or concepts the learner 
encounters. This process would allow the learners’ cognition to move from representational learning to conceptual 
learning, a process enabled by VR. If this process does not occur, then the learner stays in the stage of representational 
learning, i.e., rote memorization.  As pointed out in the Introduction, rote memorization as an educational strategy is not 
a good option since students’ success may depend upon their ability to envision and manipulate abstract 
multidimensional information spaces22.  Studies show that a virtual environment can “stimulate learning and 
comprehension, because it provides a tight coupling between symbolic and experiential information”23. Chee24 states that 
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experience is necessary for optimal learning, and that physics students have little “feel” and “understanding of the 
qualitative dimensions of the phenomena they study”. VR can be used to provide “a foundation for students’ conceptual 
and higher order learning”.    A good example of a successful VR system in Optics is the MaxwellWorld system25.  This 
system allows students to explore electrostatic forces and fields, learn about the concept of electric potential, and 
discover the nature of electric flux.  This is partly because students cannot draw analogies to personal experiences that 
provide metaphors.  In this VR system, students build 3D electric fields and explore forces and energy by directly 
manipulating 3D representations of test charges, field lines, equipotential surfaces, flux surfaces, etc. These authors also 
report that students had a greater understanding of the distribution of forces in an electric field, as well as representations 
such as test charge traces and field lines. They also state that the three-dimensional nature of VR aids with learning and 
that the virtual reality experience is more motivating for students than a comparable 2-D microworld.   

The first use of VR in training was done by the United States Air Force using head mounted displays and simulators 
back in the 1950s. Pantelidas26 provides a huge bibliography of articles on the use of VR in education and training.  So, 
when does one use a VR system for teaching and when not to use VR systems?  This issue is addressed by Pantelidas27 
and issues associated with design and development of VR for education and the challenges faced by educators who want 
to incorporate VR in their teaching can by found in reference 28.  Chen29makes an important point that “although VR is 
recognized as an impressive learning tool, there are still many issues that need further investigation including, 
identifying the appropriate theories and/or models to guide its design and development, investigating how its attributes 
are able to support learning, finding out whether its use can improve the intended performance and understanding, and 
investigating ways to reach more effective learning when using this technology, and investigating its impact on learners 
with different aptitudes”.  

b. Personal electronic response systems “Clickers” 

Many instructors currently use classroom technology that allows students to respond and interact via small, hand-held, 
remote keypads. This technology, are commonly called “clickers” or  “key-pads” (“handsets” or “zappers” in the United 
Kingdom) and are small hand held transmitters. Students can use their clickers to transmit their answers by pressing the 
buttons. Clickers usually have a 10-digit numeric keypad and often some accessory (e.g., power switch, a send button, or 
function keys that permit text entry) and are “two-way,” meaning that the clicker not only sends a signal but also 
indicates whether it was received. Although early clickers were often connected to the rest of the system by wiring, 
modern systems are wireless and use either infrared (IR) or, more recently, radiofrequency (RF) signals.   In all systems, 
each clicker unit has a unique signal so that the answer from each individual student can be identified and recorded. 
When polling is complete, answers from the entire class are displayed on the projection screen, usually in the form of a 
histogram, although some systems offer more sophisticated options. The feature of an clicker system is that it allows this  
mass of student answers to be rapidly collected, tabulated, and displayed is the coupling of a proprietary receiver unit 
with an ordinary classroom computer and projection system. Such systems of clickers, receiver, and software have 
various names such as classroom response system, personal response system, classroom communication system, group 
response system, audience response system, electronic voting system, audience paced feedback system, and classroom 
network audience response system.  Software included with clicker systems not only controls display settings and data 
collection during class but also helps the instructor format questions (usually as PowerPoint slides) and grade student 
responses. Grading tools in the software typically allow the instructor to specify which answer or answers will be treated 
as correct. These tools also permit different point values to be given for correct versus incorrect answers. Typical 
systems can export or even upload student scores to classroom management systems such as Blackboard. A comparison 
of these clicker systems can be found elsewhere30,31.  Clickers have been used extensively in physics courses (amongst 
others)32-38.  A bibliography of clicker use in various courses has been compiled by the Center for Teaching at Vanderbilt 
University (Nashville, TN)39. 

  Most studies have found clickers to be a powerful, flexible and effective tool especially in large classes.  Because  
clickers can effectively engage students, they enhance students’ active learning, participation, and enjoyment of classes. 
When used during lectures, clickers have either neutral or positive effects and a more strongly positive effect on learning 
outcomes when combined with peer or cooperative learning. Another interesting outcome40 as reported by Professor Bill 
Reay of Ohio State University is that he and his group found that in an undergraduate course dealing with 
electromagnetism (about 700 students), there was roughly a 10% improvement in student performance when clickers 
were used.  What is noteworthy is that clickers seemed to help female students more than male students.  It is speculated 
that the anonymity of the devices may offer an advantage. In surveys, nearly all the students -- male and female -- said 
they liked having the ability to keep their answers private. Students can easily hold the clicker in one hand and block 
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their neighbor’s view. The clickers increase attendance and retention and can be used to promote student accountability. 
They simulate a one-to-many dialogue and make it easier for both instructors and students to receive prompt feedback.  
There are a number of resources for using clickers41; a a set of guidelines for writing good questions and a list of best-
practice tips have been culled from the literature and experienced users is given in reference 42. 

One of the major drawbacks of clicker systems is the cost associated with acquiring them.  The costs vary depending 
upon the system.  In addition students have to buy an individual clicker.  However there are some free alternatives that 
can be used – these include for example, Socrative (www.socrative.com), soapbox (http://www.gosoapbox.com/) and 
Poll Everywhere (http://www.polleverywhere.com/).  These systems use either the student’s cell phone, computer/laptop 
or text messaging. 

c. Flipped Classrooms 

The flipped  (or inverted) classroom nothing but  a model of learning that rearranges how time is spent both in and out of 
class to shift the ownership of learning from the educators to the students.  The simplest definition of the flipped 
classroom is: “Inverting the classroom means that events that have traditionally taken place inside the classroom now 
take place outside the classroom and vice versa”43 In this paradigm class time is devoted to higher cognitive, more 
active, project-based and/or problem based learning where students work together to solve local or global challenges — 
or other real-world applications — to gain a deeper understanding of the subject. Rather than the instructor using class 
time to lecture, that work is done by the student after (or before) class.  This takes many forms:  watching video lectures, 
listening to podcasts, perusing enhanced e-book content, or collaborating with peers in online communities44. Students 
can access online tools and resources whenever (and where ever) they need them. Hence, faculty can devote more time 
to interacting with each individual. After class, students manage the content they use, the pace and style of learning, and 
the ways in which they demonstrate their knowledge; the instructor adapts instructional and collaborative approaches to 
suit their learning needs. The flipped classroom model is part of a larger pedagogical movement that overlaps with 
blended learning, inquiry-based learning, and other instructional approaches and tools that are meant to be flexible, 
active, and more engaging for students.  

The first documented instance of the flipped classroom comes from a high school in Colorado where chemistry was 
taught in this fashion45.   Flipped classrooms are seen being well suited for higher education because the rearranging of 
class time gives students in large introductory lecture courses more opportunity to engage and interact with their peers. 
Instructors also make more efficient use of their time by focusing on content that is especially challenging for students.  
Often clickers  (vide supra) in large seminars are often paired with this method in order to help understand students’ 
comprehension of material and customize discussions accordingly.  According to a survey conducted in 2013 by the 
Center for Digital Education46, found that in the USA 29% of faculty were using the flipped classroom and another 27% 
said they planned to use it within a year.  The survey also showed that among those employing this paradigm, 57% agree 
that their flipped classroom is “extremely successful” or “successful”, citing key student benefits of “improved mastery 
of information” and “improved retention of information”, at 81 percent and 80 percent of responses respectively.    

In addition to video lectures, other technologies such as e-books with collaborative annotation and discussion software 
can enable instructors to be in sync with their students’ learning patterns. By reviewing the comments and questions that 
students pose online, instructors can better prepare for class and address particularly challenging ideas and concepts.  
Therefore, learning environment transforms into a dynamic and more social space where students can participate in 
critiques or work through problems in teams.   In a traditional classroom this often necessitates a physical rearrangement 
of the space by moving chairs, tables, etc.   While there is not much literature on the effectiveness of the flipped 
classroom model47 as compared with traditional teaching methods, there are several experiments currently underway. A  
very good survey of the research is given by Bishop and Verleger48.   A meta-analysis of current research on flipped 
learning can be found in reference 49. 

What are the challenges in implementing a flipped classroom?  There are four major problems.  They include (1) course 
redesign, (2) faculty  workload, (3) student buy-in and (4) student evaluations.  Perhaps the most common difficulty that 
faculty face is simply the extra time and effort required to redesign an existing course. To flip a course requires 
additional upfront work (with consequent large time investment) and a willingness to experiment with different methods. 
One can alleviate  the pressure of redesigning a course by not working alone. Instructors often find it helpful to work 
with one or more colleagues to flip a course. Co-teaching is often an advantage in that instructors can make the videos 
together, switch off making the lessons for each unit, or have one make the videos and the other create classroom 
activities, etc. It is also important that the faculty member be trained to introduce/use flipped classroom methods. 
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Another important obstacle to implementing flipped classrooms is student buy-in. While some students struggle with the 
traditional lecture method, others have become so used to that style that they have a hard time adjusting to something 
different. The active learning tasks that are characteristic of a flipped course require students to put in more effort during 
class  (and also outside of class) and to stay current with the pace of the course. Student evaluations of flipped courses in 
higher education have varied, with some favoring the hands-on, peer-instruction activities in class and others finding it 
difficult to follow. Different students have different styles of learning and some will tend to favor the flipped model 
while others will not. As students and faculty become more experienced with the approach, it is likely that opposition 
will decrease.  Also, it should be noted that flipped classrooms may not be for every teacher in every type of class, so the 
first thing is to determine its applicability to his or her specific course. 

d. Mobile learning (m-Learning) 

M-learning or mobile learning is defined as "learning across multiple contexts, through social and content interactions, 
using personal electronic devices.”50. A form of electronic learning distance education, m-learners can use mobile device 
educational technology in many locations at their time convenience. 

Mobile devices such as smartphones, iPads, netbooks and tablets are widely used and play a major role in  how people 
communicate and access information. As a result there has been considerable research on novel applications in mobile 
learning over the last decade51,52 taking advantage of user and device mobility for facilitating learning across multiple 
contexts, involving different locations including classrooms, tasks and modes of interaction among users.  Mobile 
devices have been used in classrooms for note taking and presentations, as formative assessment tools53, for games, 
participatory simulations54, and problem-solving activities55.   They can be used in collaborative learning activities. 

The Educause Center for Applied Research [ECAR]56 survey on Mobile IT in higher education states that students are 
driving the adoption of mobile computing devices, such as cellphones, smartphones, and tablet computers, in higher 
education, and 67% of surveyed students believe mobile devices are important to their academic success and computing 
devices on college campuses has the potential to create new options for higher education students and the exploration of 
mobility and social media as an instructional strategy.  A recent major study reports that mobile computing devices and 
the use of social media created opportunities for interaction, provided opportunities for collaboration, as well as allowed 
students to engage in content creation and communication using social media and Web 2.0 tools with the assistance of 
constant connectivity57.  This study supports the statement that mobile learning offers much more educational potential 
than simply accessing resources.57,58  It has been noted that "education in the mobile age does not replace formal 
education, ...; rather it offers a way to extend the  support of learning outside the classroom, to the conversations and 
interactions of everyday life"59.  Various issues dealing with m-learning are discussed in a recent book60.  For m-
Learning even social networking systems such as Twitter have been used to enable effective interaction and engagement 
in large classroom61.  Various technologies for facilitating the implementation of collaborative learning environments in 
the classroom supported by one-to-one mobile computing have been developed (see for example reference 62).  Because 
the technology is moving at a faster pace than research, mobile learning research is still in the relatively early stages63 
with mobile phones and PDAs the most studied devices.64 The use of other mobile technologies, namely tablets, 
netbooks, and e-book readers on learning are areas that need further study. 

e. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) 

Over the past few years, people in higher education have analyzed  the major changes that must occur to  educate large 
numbers of students and with lowered costs.   A shift from simple accumulation of knowledge to the acquisition of a 
variety of cognitive and non-cognitive skills was also considered.  A simple solution is of course online learning 
combined with technology.  MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) are thought to be a solution to the problem.  
MOOCs are thought to be a way to democratize education.  A MOOC is an online course aimed at large-scale 
participation and open (free) access via the internet. They are similar to university courses, but do not tend to offer 
academic credit. A number of web-based platforms (providers) supported by top universities and colleges offer MOOCs 
in a wide range of subjects.  A number of issues ranging from instructional design to legal issues are discussed in  recent 
books65,-67.   

The history of MOOCs can be traced back to correspondence courses offered by many Universities and distance learning 
programs. It has been suggested that MOOCS is really history repeating itself but with a different delivery model68. With 
advances in digital technology educators took advantage of floppy disks, CD-ROMS, and user friendly software to 
improve distance learning. Even regular pedagogy — formal textbooks and written assignments — were influenced by 
digital technologies such as Blackboard, leading physical classrooms to integrate knowledge with hardware and software 
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interfaces.  The first MOOC (as we now recognize it) was called ‘Connectivism and Connective Knowledge/2008’ 
(CCK8), created by Stephen Downes and George Siemens and was built off a for-credit course at the University of 
Manitoba.  This was the first class designed behind the acronym of ‘MOOC’ and used many different platforms to 
engage students with the topic, including Facebook groups, Wiki pages, blogs, forums and other resources. 

Around 2,200 people signed up for CCK08, and 170 of them created their own blogs. The course was free and open, 
which meant that anyone could join, modify or remix the content without paying (although a paid, certified option was 
offered).  The University of Illinois offered a not-for-credit course with 2,700 participants in 2011.  In 2012  Stanford 
Professors  Sebastian Thrun and Peter Norvig offered  a course called “Introduction to Artificial Intelligence” for free 
online.  More than 160,000 students in 190 countries signed up, and for the first time, an open online course was truly 
‘massive’. As a result,Thrun and Norvig in 2012 to build a new business model for online knowledge, Udacity 
(www.udacity.com)69.  Udacity (www.udacity.com) is a for-profit company providing learning options primarily in 
computer science and math. In 2012, Harvard and MIT launched the non-profit, edX, (www.edx.org) which the 
University of California at Berkeley  also joined. EdX made it clear that it’s agenda was to explore innovative ways to 
improve classroom education, not to replace it70.  Also in 2012, the for-profit company Coursera (www.coursera.org) 
was founded. Coursera partners with many different universities. In 2013, the the Open University in the UK built its 
MOOC platform, Futurelearn (www.futurelearn.com), which features universities from the United Kingdom. And there 
are many other independent MOOC initiatives, including Open2Study (www.open2study.com) in Australia and 
iversity(https://iversity.org/) in Germany.  A good online directory of MOOCS providers and courses can be found at 
http://www.moocs.co/ which not only  lists higher education but also  K-12,  and Corporate MOOCs.  Another good 
source to search for providers and courses is https://www.mooc-list.com/. 

In 2014, the number of universities offering MOOCs is over 400 with a doubling of the number of cumulative courses 
offered, to over 2400.   In fact 22 of the top 25 US universities in US News World Report rankings offer courses online 
for free.  In terms of numbers, Coursera offered about 800, while EdX offered about 400 MOOCs.  Their enrollment 
numbers were about 10.5 million and 3 million respectively.  MiriadaX (www.miriadax.net/home) became the first non-
U.S. MOOC provider to cross 1 million registered users, tapping into the large Spanish-speaking market worldwide. 
MiriadaX is a consortium of over 30 Spanish Universities.  The UK  provider FutureLearn had about 800K registered 
users.  Up-to date numbers of courses and information can be found at : https://www.class-central.com/providers .  

The top three course areas are in the humanities, computer science and programming and business and management.  
There has been some debate whether MOOCs can be as useful for teaching humanities and non-technical subjects as it is 
for computer science and math71. This is an open question.  The number of “pure” science courses accounted for only 
about 12% and engineering (non-computer science) about 5% of the total number of courses offered. A quick search 
using the term “optics” on Mooc-list.com came out with a listing of 69 courses and included courses in electricity and 
magnetism72 (and at all levels).  The top twenty search terms account for about 12% of the total number of courses and 
are: python, healthcare, java, finance, android, English, statistics, marketing, music, writing, psychology, accounting, 
design, Spanish, programming, law, photography, big data, history.  Also in 2014 there were some major changes 
namely some MOOC providers started their own “degrees/credentials”: Udacity’s Nanodegrees, Coursera’s 
Specializations and edX’s Xseries.  MOOCs are also offered in conjunction with universities, e.g., edX’s with 
professional education programs and NovoEd’s with Stanford Business School.  A few universities experimented with 
directly offering credits for MOOCs, e.g., University of Oklahoma, and the Pennsylvania State University.   Detailed 
discussions of these can be found in reference 73. 

How many students enroll in a MOOC and how many finish the course? This is a very interesting question.  A  study74 
published in 2013, looked at enrollment in 279 courses taught by Coursera, Udacity and edX found an average number 
of 43,000 students per course.  However, the number  who complete the course was less than 7%.  Jordan75 points out 
that a typical MOOC has about 20,000 students and a completion rate of less than 10%.   MOOCs are undoubtedly huge 
and have considerable disruptive potential.  There are many questions including will MOOCs expand access to higher 
education to those who do not already have the means to obtain it (cost issue) and will they help people gain skills for a 
high quality job or desire to learn?   There is much publicity about the potential of MOOCs.  For example, the columnist 
Tom Friedman of the New York Times has written76 “Nothing has more potential to lift more people out of 
poverty…Nothing has more potential to unlock a billion more brains to solve the world’s biggest problems…than the 
massive open online course.” .   A recent paper looked into this issue in detail77.  The authors of this study conducted an  
an online survey of students enrolled in at least one of the University of Pennsylvania’s 32 MOOCs offed on the 
Coursera platform. They found that the student population tended to be young, well educated, and employed, with a 
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majority from developed countries. There were significantly more males than females taking MOOCs, especially in 
developing countries. Students’ main reasons for taking a MOOC were to advancing in their current job and satisfying 
curiosity. The individuals the MOOC revolution is supposed to help the most—those without access to higher education 
in developing countries—were underrepresented among the early adopters of MOOCs.   MOOCs bring a new 
perspective to traditional distance education but are still in the early stages. At a time when higher education is being 
criticized for low productivity, increasing costs, and inefficient use of technology78, MOOCs provide a viable alternative 
in that they offer   high productivity, free (or low cost), and utilization of high   technology. The major problem is to find 
the right way to improve access and affordability while at the same time maintain academic rigor and continued student 
success.  There are many challenges both in terms of what MOOCs mean to the traditional educational institution as well 
as to how information is conveyed with rigorous individual student-teacher interaction. 

The Khan academy (https://www.khanacademy.org/) is a good example of an internet based, MOOC educational tool.  
This organization produces micro - lectures in the form of You Tube videos.  There are over 6500 videos on various 
topics ranging from math and computer science, programming, physics, biology, chemistry to American civics and 
history,  health care and economics. The web site and resources have been translated into dozens of languages. In 
addition to lectures, the Khan Academy website has practice exercises and tools for educators. All resources are 
available for free to anyone around the world.  In addition, it has a personalized learning algorithm  to help people track 
what they have learned and recommend what they can do next. This is an example of  an adaptive web-based exercise 
system that generates problems for students based on skill and performance.   

f. Internet-of-things 

When TCP/IPv6 launched in 2006, the new network expanded the capabilities of the Internet and enabled objects, 
sensors, and devices to be addressable and communicate across the Internet.79 The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network 
of connected physical real objects that link the physical world through the web.  The physical objects have embedded 
computational and networking  capabilities which can  communicate  and  interact with one another, with  other 
computing  devicesas well as with users on the Internet. With the advent and growth of the IoT,  homes, workplaces, and 
educational institutions can become   “smart”  and interconnected,   with resultant enhancement or improvements in the 
way we live and learn.which promises to  substantially  enhance or change the ways in which we live, play, work, and 
learn80.   There have also been great advances in wearable computing and electronic technologies that have made 
possible the “Internet of Me”81 Such technologies and products include smart watches (Apple Watch), smart clothes 
(Fitbit, Nike+, FuelBand),  smart glasses (Google glass, Oculus Rift), head mounted cameras (GoPro), etc.  These 
wearable technologies and the IoT hold much potential for and have many possible applications in education and 
training81-84.  Wearables can provide real-world contexts and enable learning to occur anywhere and anytime. Companies 
are developing apps for wearable devices that allow students to demonstrate their learning.  Devices such as the Oculus 
Rift can be used to provide virtual reality systems.   The use of IoT in educational environments has given rise to terms 
such as “hypersituation” to explain the potential of IoT in learning situations. Hypersituating is the ability to amplify 
knowledge based on the user’s location. In other words, students that carry connected devices with them can benefit by 
having other interdisciplinary information relayed to them from their surroundings. For instance,  a student in a city can 
explore his/her environment via the architecture, politics/history, or biology depending on how the surroundings are 
equipped.  IoT can also create crowd sourced contributions and observations from the community via networked 
objects.85   Cisco Systems has laid out a  vision for networked technologies that incorporate people, processes, and 
data83. For instruction, IoT in higher education takes the form of blended learning models that integrate personalized 
materials and formative assessment technologies that deliver instant feedback.  Therefore, students will have the ability 
to monitor their own environment and collect real-time data for further study. Like hypersituating, Cisco Systems also 
envisions a context-aware environment, where objects can communicate with students and vice versa to create relevant, 
interactive learning experiences.  
 
g. Cloud computing 
 
Cloud computing is a distributed computing paradigm that enables access to virtual resources including computers, 
networks, storage, development platforms or applications86. These resources can be unilaterally requested, provisioned 
and configured by the user with a minimal interaction with the cloud provider (such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft). 
Furthermore, resources can be rapidly scaled up and down to meet the user's needs, thus creating the illusion of infinite 
resources available at any time.  In education, cloud computing can provide e-learning services, especially in scenarios 
where these services are computer-intensive (e.g., virtual worlds, simulations, video streaming), or for MOOCS.  In 
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addition, the cloud can provide students and teachers with tools to deploy computing resources on-demand for lectures 
and labs according to their learning needs. For instance, teachers can create virtual computers (Virtual Machines or 
VMs) on demand with pre-installed software to deploy computing laboratories rapidly (e.g., reference 87).  Cloud 
computing can be used to offer collaboration tools or data storage and host institutional Virtual Learning 
Environments.88   Other possible applications could be new scenarios where advanced online tools and collaboration can 
be combined to form new innovations in education.  Adaptive learning techniques for use with MOOCs can be 
implemented easily on cloud systems.  There are two good reviews of cloud computing in education  which are highly 
recommended. 89,90 
. 

 

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
We all live in an information society and the rate of change in technology is breathtaking. Some fundamental question to 
ponder are, (1) how can technology-supported learning help to move beyond mere content delivery and truly enhance 
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education and help students develop a broad mix of skills? 
(2)Can technology aided teaching spark thinking and creativity, increase student engagement, and build collaboration? 
(3) Can technology make STEM teaching and learning more effective, more relevant, and more accessible and more 
individual?  And a final question is a major issue raised in the Introduction, namely how can large number of students be 
educated effectively?  In this paper, we have tried to give an insight into how some of these questions can be answered 
using technological tools available to us at present. 

The U.S. Department of Education’s National Education Technology Plan (NETP) presents a vision for learning 
powered by technology91. The NETP discusses how technology can support individualized   learning to address students 
personal needs and interests as well as provide access to learning opportunities anywhere and  for life long learning. The 
plan describes how technology-based assessments can be embedded into learning activities to support just-in-time 
assistance, measure important student competencies, and provide feedback to provide for   continuous improvement 
efforts across the entire education system. The NETP also suggests a new role for teachers in that rather than being 
individuals, they shift to connected teaching via networks which form professional communities.  These will support 
student learning and will incorporate data and insights  from information  provided by technology such as IoT, cloud 
computing, etc. The NETP also envisions a learning infrastructure that provides access to people and resources at all 
levels of the education system and a role for technology in enabling the redesign and transformation of education in 
ways that increase efficiencies. 

Even though we have provided some examples of the use of information technology in the service of teaching here,  
much remains to be done – this calls for imagination, creativity and thinking out of the box.  It calls for unique 
applications of present (and future) technology.  However a fundamental issue is whether technology can overcome poor 
teaching ability.  A recent commentary offers a bleak view92.  According to Kentaro Toyoma, the writer of this 
commentary, “While technology helps education where it’s already doing well, technology does little for mediocre 
educational systems; and in dysfunctional schools, it can cause outright harm”.  According to the commentator, since 
technology is a tool, its effect depends upon well-intentioned capable people and good outcomes are never guaranteed. 
In fact in his recent book,93 Toyoma argues that even in an age of amazing technology, social progress depends on 
human changes that gadgets can’t deliver. In the case of education this comes down to student motivation.  In this age of 
information, getting information/knowledge is easy; however the motivation to learn and master this information is the 
bottleneck.  We could have the best possible educational technology, however the success of this technology depends 
upon having a motivated and interested audience.  Therefore, the key is the individual student.  We should  use 
technology to augment and supplement learning in new and different ways and to directly engage the student.  The rest is 
up to the learner! 
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